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Background
• Yeshiva University
o Private Orthodox Jewish university
o Four campuses in NYC
o Undergraduate curriculum Jewish studies with liberal arts and sciences
courses

• Recognized student organizations
• New York City Human Rights Law prohibits discrimination based
on sexual orientation and gender identity, among other things
o Exemptions permitted, including for certain religious organizations
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Issues Being Litigated
• Can the NYC HRL require YU to “recognize” a student group
with values that are at odds with its religious beliefs?
o Does this present a conflict with the First Amendment
− Religious Freedom
− Free Speech

• Does corporate status matter?
• Should there be an injunction?
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Rulings So Far
• June 14 – the NYS Supreme Court ruled that YU must
“immediately grant plaintiff YU Pride Alliance the full and equal
accommodations, advantages, facilities, and privileges afforded to
all other student groups”
o YU not incorporated as a religious institution
o Unlikely to find a conflict between the First Amendment and NYCHRL

• Sept. 9 – Temporary stay issued by Justice Sotomayor
• Sept 14 – SCOTUS denied YU’s application for a stay pending
appeal of the permanent injunction NYS Supreme Court
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Current Status
• YU suspended all student organization activities
• YU Pride Alliance offered to delay seeking recognition so
that other student groups could continue
• Deep disagreement within YU community
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What To Watch For
• Next steps in NYS courts
o Appeal to App. Div.
o Appeal to Court of Appeals

• SCOTUS
o May go to Second Circuit
o Can go straight to SCOTUS from NY Court of Appeals

• Is this the latest religious freedom test for SCOTUS?
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Notable NLRB Activity
• Union Election Petitions Up 58% During
First 3 Qs of FY22
• 80% More Union Wins in FY22 So Far
Than In FY21
• Union Victory Rate = 77% in FY22
• 71% of Americans Approve of Labor
Unions (Gallup), but…
• ULP Filings Up 16% in FY22
• 16% Increase for FY23 Budget (Proposed)
• Focus on Starbucks, Tesla, Amazon and
other “Big Name” Employers
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Notable NLRB Activity: Joint Employment
• Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Sept. 7, 2022)
o Chiefly Reinstates Broad Browning-Ferris Standard
o Makes Some Notable Adjustments
o Key Provision: A business can be deemed the “joint employer” of another
company’s employees, where it “share(s) or codetermine(s) those matters
governing employees’ essential terms and conditions of employment.”
o Open for Initial Public Comment Until Nov. 7, 2022
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Notable NLRB Activity: Joint Employment
• Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Sept. 7, 2022)
o Broadly defines “essential terms and conditions” to also include:
− Hours of Work & Scheduling
− Workplace Health & Safety
− Assignment
− Supervision
− Work Rules and Directions Governing the Manner, Means, or Methods of Work
Performance

o Merely “possessing the authority to control” or using “the power to control
indirectly is sufficient to establish status as a joint employer”
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Notable NLRB Activity: Joint Employment
• Takeaways on Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Sept. 7, 2022)
o Remember, status can have major consequences
o Codifies that indirect or reserved (but not used) control is sufficient
o List of “essential terms and conditions of employment” is not exhaustive
o Consider the impact on your organization!
o Do you have written agreements with contractors???
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Notable NLRB Activity: Tesla Case
• Unlawful for Tesla to require employees to wear shirts with its logo
• “Implicitly” prohibited employees from substituting union attire
• Holding: “[W]hen an employer interferes in any way with its
employees’ right to display union insignia, the employer must
prove special circumstances that justify the interference.”
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Notable NLRB Activity: Tesla Case
• “Team Wear” = Black cotton shirts with
Tesla’s logo, and black cotton pants with
no buttons, rivets, or exposed zippers
• Employees receive 2 pairs of pants, two
short-sleeve shirts, two long-sleeve shirts,
and a sweater
• In 2017, employees began wearing black
cotton shifts including logo with union
campaign slogan “Driving a Fair Future at
Tesla” on front, and “UAW” on back
• Employees threatened with discipline for
wearing union shirts, but expressly allowed
to wear union stickers
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Notable NLRB Activity: Tesla Case
• Applied “special circumstances” test to uniform policy (not just
union buttons, pins and stickers)
• Board refused to apply Trump-era Boeing balancing test to
facially-neutral policy
• Board rejected Tesla’s safety and other arguments (no “special
circumstances”)
• Tesla’s “team wear” policy unlawfully interferes with employees’
Section 7 right to display union insignia
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Takeaways on Tesla Case
• Current NLRB will aggressively pursue cases
• Any limitation of display of union insignia presumptively unlawful?
• Prior to 2017, Tesla did not strictly enforce “team wear” policy
o Employees wore shirts that were not black or had other logos or emblems
o Spring 2017: Employees start wearing union shirts
o August 2017: Tesla enforced “team wear” policy

• Review current uniform policy with legal counsel
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Current COVID Data in New York
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Current COVID Data in New York
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New York State Adopts the CDC’s COVID-19 Quarantine
and Isolation Guidance
• On Sept. 14, 2022, the New York State Department of Health
(NYSDOH) issued updated COVID-19 quarantine and isolation
guidance
• Replaces the guidance from May 31, 2022
• NYSDOH will now follow the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention’s (CDC) guidelines on quarantine and isolation
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New York State (CDC) COVID-19 Quarantine and
Isolation Guidance
• Under the CDC guidance, asymptomatic individuals exposed to
COVID-19 need not quarantine regardless of vaccination status.
• Those exposed to COVID-19 should wear a high-quality mask for
10 days and be tested on day 5. Those who test positive should
isolate per the isolation rules.
• Discontinues its prior approach of establishing different
quarantine periods for vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals.
• CDC’s guidance also states that screening asymptomatic
individuals without known exposure to COVID-19 will no longer be
recommended in most community settings.
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New York State (CDC) COVID-19 Quarantine and
Isolation Guidance
• Isolation requirement for individuals who test positive for COVID19 must isolate has not changed under the current guidance.
• When to Isolate?
o Individuals who test positive for COVID-19 must isolate regardless of
vaccination status.
o Individuals awaiting test results must also isolate if experiencing symptoms
of COVID-19. Those who test negative, may end isolation. Those who test
positive, should isolate for a minimum of 5 days depending on the severity
of their symptoms.
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New York State (CDC) COVID-19 Quarantine and
Isolation Guidance
• Symptomatic Individuals should isolate for at least 5 days, with day 0 being
the day of testing.
• If after day 5, one’s symptoms are improving, their isolation may end as long
as they are fever free for at least 24 hours without the aid of fever
suppressing medication.
• If after day 5, an individual’s symptoms are not improving, they should
continue to isolate until their symptoms begin to improve and they are fever
free for at least 24 hours without the aid of fever suppressing medication.
• Individuals who experienced moderate illness (shortness of breath or
difficulty breathing), should isolate through day 10. Those with more serve
symptoms or who were hospitalized should isolate for at least 10 days and
consult with a doctor before ending isolation.
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New York State (CDC) COVID-19 Quarantine and
Isolation Guidance
• Asymptomatic Individuals should isolate for 5 days.
• Symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals who experience
worsening symptoms after the end of their initial isolation period,
should restart isolation at day 0.
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New York State (CDC) COVID-19 Quarantine and
Isolation Guidance
• Post-Isolation Recommendations -- regardless of when one’s
isolation ended, those who tested positive for COVID-19 should
take the following precautionary measures until at least day 11:
o Avoid being in close proximity to those likely to experience severe illness if
they become infected with COVID-19;
o Continue to wear a high-quality mask in indoor spaces; and
o Avoid public transportation and other public places if wearing a mask is not
possible.
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New York Employment Law: The Essential Guide
NYS Bar Association Members can buy the book from the bar here.
Non-NYS Bar Association Members can purchase through Amazon here.
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Thank You
The information in this presentation is intended as general background information.
It is not to be considered as legal advice.
Laws can change often, and information may become outdated.
All rights reserved.
This presentation may not be reprinted or duplicated in any form without the express
written authorization of Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC.
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